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THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES WITH THE EMBARGO

KNOX SPEAKS ON ANZAC DAY

Washington.

Thursday

Mr. Frank Knox, U.S. Secretary of the Navy, today broadcast a message to New

Zealand and Australia in connection with "Anzac Day” (April 25, East longitude).

Excerpts from the Secretary's remarks follow:

The men who landed on Gallipoli 28 years ago hoped that the ultimate result of their

action would be the destruction of Prussian militarism in its own lair. But we were

content when we thought the beast was whipped. It was lamed, yes, but it was permitted
to recover; to double its strength; to ally itself with the militarists in Italy
and Japan, and to come at us once more.

Mark that - once more. It shall not happen again. We shall not make that same

mistake together this time. The fraternity that is ours, and our Allies’, shall see

to it that the name of the Pacific is not a mockery. Together, in our strength, we shall

keep that ocean - Pacific!

One word bornof the last war stands like a great monument to human courage, self-

sacrifice and fraternity in the two syllables - Anzac. The name of, throb intrepid corps

of fighting men is as deathless as that of the crusaders of a thousand years ago.

The name born at Gallipoli has been conferred like a patent of nobility upon the nen

of Australia and New Zealand in this war. Once again, when the sources of human liberties

were treacherously attacked, your men and women literally cane from the opposite end. of

the earth to defend, your homes at ten thousand, miles distance.

To the long list of brittle honours-won between this day in 1915 and November 11,
1918, there have been added actions from the sub-Arctic to the Mediterranean, in Africa,

and. Asia, on land, sea, and in the air. But the brightest inscriptions upon thatscroll are yet to be written - the battle of Berlin and, the battle of Tokyo!
To that end, the fighting in every other quarter of the globe is a direct

contribution. Tunisia is far from Auckland, Sydney, and. Washington, but victory, in

Africa will mean freeing the Mediterranean sea lane, thus lopping off thousands of

miles from the oceanic highways between the two hemispheres. It will provide another

jaw to the pincers which will seize and. tear Japan from our backs, and. destroy the

Japanese militaristic monstrosity for all time.

For this is global war, and victory in its remotest field of action is immediately
translated, into profit for our side on every front. Strike Hitler, and. Tojo’s nose

bleeds.

There is nothing I can say to add one small glean to the shining record of

Australia and New Zealandin the first world, war and in this one. As we. are comarades

in battle, so we shall be partners in victory,. I - salute the lands of the Anzacs as

our companions in the peace that will follow. Comrades and.partners as am example to

all the world of what can be accomplished by a fraternity of free men.
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